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An Ecotopian Lexicon
MATTHEW SCHNEIDER-MAYERSON AND BRENT RYAN BELLAMY, EDITORS
FOREWORD BY KIM STANLEY ROBINSON

Proceeding from the notion that dominant Western cultures lack the terms and concepts to describe or respond to our environmental crisis, this collaborative volume of short, engaging essays offers ecologically productive terms to inspire responses to fossil-fueled neoliberal capitalism. Each of the thirty suggested “loan-words” helps us imagine how to adapt and even flourish in the face of socioecological adversity.

$17.50
$24.95
paper

$70.00
$100.00
cloth
ISBN 978-1-5179-0589-7

344 pages • 14 color images • 2019

Playing Nature
Ecology in Video Games
ALENDA Y. CHANG

“Alenda Y. Chang’s gorgeously penned Playing Nature charts an ecocritical approach to video games and design thinking, exploring much more than simply how the ecological has been imaged in games. Essential for designers, players, and critics.” —Soraya Murray, author of On Video Games

$19.00
$27.00
paper
ISBN 978-1-5179-0632-0

$75.50
$108.00
cloth

312 pages • 34 b&w images • 2019 • Electronic Mediations Series, volume 58
The Monster Theory Reader
JEFFREY ANDREW WEINSTOCK, EDITOR

As long as there have been monsters, there have been attempts to make sense of them. Editor Jeffrey Andrew Weinstock prepares the way with a genealogy of monster theory, traveling from the earliest explanations of monsters through psychoanalysis, poststructuralism, and cultural studies, to the development of monster theory per se—and including Jeffrey Jerome Cohen’s foundational essay “Monster Theory (Seven Theses),” reproduced here in its entirety.

Including the most important proponents of monster theory and its progenitors, from Sigmund Freud to Julia Kristeva to J. Halberstam, Donna Haraway, Barbara Creed, and Stephen T. Asma—as well as harder-to-find contributions such as Robin Wood’s and Masahiro Mori’s—this is the most comprehensive collection of scholarship on monsters and monstrosity across disciplines and methods ever assembled.

5 $24.50 $35.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0525-5
6 $98.00 $140.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0524-8
576 pages • 33 b&w images • 2020 • List of contributors: z.umn.edu/tmtr
“This fascinating book should be read by medievalists, posthumanists, and everyone in between.”

—Erica Fudge, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow

How Not to Make a Human
Pets, Feral Children, Worms, Sky Burial, Oysters

KARL STEEL

Mainstream medieval thought, like much of mainstream modern thought, habitually argued that because humans alone had language, reason, and immortal souls, all other life was simply theirs for the taking. Recuperating the Middle Ages as a lost opportunity for de-centering humanity, Karl Steel provides a posthuman and ecocritical interrogation of a wide range of medieval texts. Exploring such diverse topics as medieval pet keeping, stories of feral and isolated children, the ecological implications of funeral practices, and the “bare life” of oysters from a variety of disanthropic perspectives, Steel furnishes contemporary posthumanists with overlooked cultural models to challenge human and other supremacies at their roots.
“Maria Sachiko Cecire helps us to see the landscape of J. R. R. Tolkien and C. S. Lewis, of Diana Wynne Jones and Philip Pullman, and understand how that landscape became universal, the ways it buoys us up and the ways that it fails us.”
—Neil Gaiman

Re-Enchanted
The Rise of Children’s Fantasy Literature in the Twentieth Century
MARIA SACHIKO CECIRE

Re-Enchanted argues that magic, medievalism, and childhood hold the paradoxical ability to re-enchant modern life.

$19.00  $27.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0658-0
$75.50  $108.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0657-3
360 pages  •  2019

Pipers at the Gates of Dawn
The Wisdom of Children’s Literature
JONATHAN COTT
FOREWORD BY MARIA POPOVA

Here are Jonathan Cott’s essay-interviews with Dr. Seuss (Theodor Geisel), Maurice Sendak, William Steig, Astrid Lindgren, Chinua Achebe, P. L. Travers, and with Iona and Peter Opie, the great scholars of the lore, games, and language of schoolchildren.

$14.00  $19.95  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0932-1
360 pages  •  50 b&w images  •  Available April 2020
Collected essays by a leading philosopher situating the question of the animal in the broader context of a relational ontology

Thinking Plant Animal Human
Encounters with Communities of Difference
DAVID WOOD

David Wood was a founding member of the 1970s Oxford Group of philosophers promoting animal rights; he also directed Ecology Action (UK). *Thinking Plant Animal Human* is the first collection of this major philosopher’s essays on “animals,” bringing together his discussions of nonhuman life, including the classic “Thinking with Cats.”

Exploring our connections with cats, goats, and sand crabs, *Thinking Plant Animal Human* introduces the idea of “kinnibalism” (the eating of mammals is eating our own kin) and explores the place of animals in art and children’s stories. Finally, and with a special focus on trees, the book delves into remarkable contemporary efforts to rescue plants from philosophical neglect and to rethink and reevaluate their status.

12 $19.50 $28.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0722-8
13 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0721-1
272 pages • 18 b&w images • Available June 2020
Posthumanities Series, volume 56
The Elements of Foucault
GREGG LAMBERT

The history around the critical reception of Michel Foucault’s published writings is troubled, according to Gregg Lambert, especially in light of controversy surrounding his late lectures on biopolitics and neoliberal governmentality. In this book, Lambert distills Foucault’s thought into its most basic components to more fully understand its method.

$64.50 $92.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0877-5
144 pages • Available May 2020 • Posthumanities Series, volume 55

Bleak Joys
Aesthetics of Ecology and Impossibility
MATTHEW FULLER AND OLGA GORIUNOVA

A philosophical and cultural distillation of the bleak joys in today’s ambivalent ecologies and patterns of life.

“A tour de force—a survey of some of the most important ideas and environmental issues of our times.”
—Eben Kirksey, author of Emergent Ecologies

$18.00 $26.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0553-8
$73.00 $104.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0552-1
224 pages • 2019 • Posthumanities Series, volume 53

Aesthesis and Perceptronium
On the Entanglement of Sensation, Cognition, and Matter
ALEXANDER WILSON

“A nuanced engagement with science, technology, and art that is largely missing from contemporary debates, exploring the significance of aesthetics in the aftermath of neomaterialist and nonrepresentational theories of perception, cognition, and intelligence.”—Luciana Parisi, Goldsmiths, University of London

$78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0659-7
256 pages • 2019 • Posthumanities Series, volume 51
An appeal for the importance of theory, utopia, and close consideration of our contemporary dark times

Invoking Hope
Theory and Utopia in Dark Times
PHILLIP E. WEGNER

What does any particular theory allow us to do? What is the value of doing so? And who benefits? Phillip E. Wegner argues for the undiminished importance of the practices of theory, utopia, and a deep and critical reading of our current situation of what Bertolt Brecht refers to as finsten Zeiten, or dark times. With Invoking Hope, Wegner provides an innovative lens for considering the rise of right-wing populism and the current crisis in democracy.

20 $19.50 $28.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0886-7
21 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0885-0
264 pages • 15 b&w images • Available June 2020

Homesickness
Of Trauma and the Longing for Place in a Changing Environment
RYAN HEDIGER

Introducing a posthumanist concept of nostalgia to analyze steadily widening themes of animality, home, travel, slavery, shopping, and war in U.S. literature after 1945.

“Beautifully written.” —Teresa Shewry, author of Hope at Sea

22 $21.00 $30.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0654-2
23 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0653-5
352 pages • 7 b&w images • 2019
“Develops a fresh vocabulary of political activism and thetic force.”
—Emily Apter, author of Unexceptional Politics

Resisting Dialogue
Modern Fiction and the Future of Dissent
JUAN MENESES

Juan Meneses reassesses our assumptions about dialogue and what a politically healthy society should look like, arguing that, far from an unalloyed good, dialogue often serves as a subtle tool of domination, perpetuating the underlying inequalities it is intended to address. Resisting Dialogue melds political and literary theory to reveal how fiction can help confront the deployment of dialogue to preempt the emergence of dissent.

24 $19.50 $28.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0676-4
25 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0675-7
288 pages • 5 b&w images • 2019

Afrotopia
FELWINE SARR
TRANSLATED BY DREW S. BURK AND SARAH JONES-BORDMAN

Through a reflection on contemporary African writers, artists, intellectuals, and musicians, philosopher Felwine Sarr elaborates Africa’s unique philosophies and notions of communal value and economy deeply rooted in its ancient traditions and landscape.

26 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0691-7
120 pages • Available March 2020 • Univocal Series
The Shapes of Fancy
Reading for Queer Desire in Early Modern Literature
CHRISTINE VARNADO

Shapes of Fancy offers a powerful new method of accounting for ineffable and diffuse forms of desire, mining early modern drama and prose literature to describe new patterns of affective resonance. This new theorization of desire expands the notion of queerness in literature.

27 $21.00 $20.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0777-8
28 $84.00 $79.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0776-1
336 pages • 7 b&w images • Available May 2020

Isherwood in Transit
JAMES J. BERG AND CHRIS FREEMAN, EDITORS

Approaching Christopher Isherwood’s rootlessness and restlessness from various perspectives, these essays show that long after he made a new home in California and became an American citizen, Christopher Isherwood remained unsettled, although his wanderings became spiritual and personal rather than geographic.

29 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0910-9
30 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0909-3
296 pages • 7 b&w images • Available June 2020
List of contributors: z.umn.edu/itransit

When Time Warps
The Lived Experience of Gender, Race, and Sexual Violence
MEGAN BURKE

“Megan Burke's strikingly original and compelling analysis lays bare the complex ways that temporality, the threat of sexual violence, and white supremacy work in concert to shape feminine subjectivity. This is critical phenomenology at its best: intersectional, unflinching, revelatory.” —Ann Cahill, Elon University

31 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0546-0
32 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0545-3
184 pages • 2019
Examine the personal library and the making of self

What a Library Means to a Woman

*Edith Wharton and the Will to Collect Books*

SHEILA LIMING

Sheila Liming explores the connection between libraries and self-making in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century American culture, from the 1860s to the 1930s, focusing on Edith Wharton and her remarkable collection of books. Liming argues for a multifaceted understanding of authorship by linking Wharton’s literary persona to her library, which was, as she saw it, the site of her self-making.

$33.00 \rightarrow $27.00 | paper | ISBN 978-1-5179-0704-4
$75.50 \rightarrow $108.00 | cloth | ISBN 978-1-5179-0703-7
272 pages • 14 b&w images • Available April 2020

Uproarious

*How Feminists and Other Subversive Comics Speak Truth*

CYNTHIA WILLETT AND JULIE WILLETT

A radical new approach to humor, where traditional targets become its agents.

“A delightful and inspiring voyage into the belly of satire, comedy, and laughter.”—Monique Roelofs, author of The Cultural Promise of the Aesthetic

$17.50 \rightarrow $25.00 | paper | ISBN 978-1-5179-0829-4
$70.00 \rightarrow $100.00 | cloth | ISBN 978-1-5179-0828-7
208 pages • 2019
A groundbreaking synthesis of food studies, archival theory, and early American literature

An Archive of Taste
Race and Eating in the Early United States
LAUREN F. KLEIN

Lauren F. Klein considers eating and early American aesthetics together, reframing the philosophical work of food and its meaning for the people who prepare, serve, and consume it. She tells the story of how eating emerged as an aesthetic activity over the course of the eighteenth century and how it subsequently transformed into a means of expressing both allegiance and resistance to the dominant Enlightenment worldview.

Black Bourgeois
Class and Sex in the Flesh
CANDICE M. JENKINS

“In texts such as School Daze, Black Girl in Paris, and Queen Sugar, Candice M. Jenkins astutely tracks the ways that the black middle class figure, as an embodiment of a specific intersection of race and class, represents both the precarity and the promise of black life.” —Lisa B. Thompson, author of Beyond the Black Lady
Anthropology/Environment

Red Gold
*The Managed Extinction of the Giant Bluefin Tuna*
JENNIFER E. TELESCA

*Red Gold* offers unparalleled access to the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, showing that ICCAT manages the bluefin not to protect them but to secure export markets for commodity empires—and is complicit in their extermination.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-5179-0850-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>304 pages</td>
<td>16 b&amp;w images</td>
<td>Available April 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Alchemy of Meth
* A Decomposition
JASON PINE

*The Alchemy of Meth* is a nonfiction storybook about St. Jude County, Missouri, where the toxic inheritance of deindustrialization meets the violent hope of this cottage industry.

—Norman Ohler, author of *Blitzed* and *The Bohemians*

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>$15.50</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-5179-0771-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>$61.50</td>
<td>$88.00</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-5179-0770-9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>224 pages</td>
<td>20 b&amp;w images</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On Not Dying
*Secular Immortality in the Age of Technoscience*
ABOU FARMAN

*On Not Dying* is an anthropological, historical, and philosophical exploration of immortality that raises important political questions. As human life on earth is threatened in the Anthropocene, why should life be extended, and what will that prolonged existence look like?

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-5179-0810-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>$84.00</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>ISBN 978-1-5179-0809-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>376 pages</td>
<td>Available April 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wageless Life
A Manifesto for a Future beyond Capitalism
IAN G. R. SHAW AND MARV WATERSTONE
“A ray of light in dark times.”
—Noam Chomsky
47 $7.00 $10.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0926-0
142 pages • 2019

Spoiler Alert
A Critical Guide
AARON JAFFE
Encompassing memes, Vilém Flusser, and Thomas Pynchon, Spoiler Alert wrangles with the state of surprise in post-historical times.
48 $7.00 $10.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0803-4
100 pages • 1 b&w image • 2019

LatinX
CLAUDIA MILIAN
Nationality is not enough to understand “Latin”-descended populations in the United States.
49 $7.00 $10.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0905-5
116 pages • 2019

Burgers in Blackface
Anti-Black Restaurants Then and Now
NAA OYO A. KWATE
A powerful rebuke of racism in restaurant branding.
50 $7.00 $10.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0802-7
96 pages • 13 b&w images • 2019

Break Up the Anthropocene
STEVE MENTZ
Takes the singular eco-catastrophic “Age of Man” and redefines this epoch.
51 $7.00 $10.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0862-1
86 pages • 1 b&w image • 2019

How to Do Things with Sensors
JENNIFER GABRYS
An investigation of how-to guides for sensor technologies.
52 $7.00 $10.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0831-7
106 pages • 2019

Edges of the State
JOHN PROTEVI
Using philosophy and science to engage the perennial question of human nature.
53 $7.00 $10.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0796-9
100 pages • 2019

Town Hall Meetings and the Death of Deliberation
JONATHAN BEECHER FIELD
Tracing the erosion of democratic norms in the US.
54 $7.00 $10.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0856-0
88 pages • 2019
Furious Feminisms
Alternate Routes on Mad Max: Fury Road
ALEXIS L. BOYLAN, ANNA MAE DUANE, MICHAEL GILL, AND BARBARA GURR
Authors from backgrounds in art history, American literature, disability studies, and sociology ask what is possible, desirable, or damaging in theorizing feminism in the contested landscape of the twenty-first century.

55  $7.00 $10.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0919-2
96 pages • 2 b&w images • 2020

Theory for the World to Come
Speculative Fiction and Apocalyptic Anthropology
MATTHEW J. WOLF-MEYER
Drawing on speculative fiction and social theory, Theory for the World to Come is the beginning of a conversation about theories that provoke creative ways of thinking about the world ahead.

56  $7.00 $10.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0780-8
116 pages • 2019

Medical Technics
DON IHDE
Don Ihde offers a unique autobiographical tour of medical events experienced in a decade, beginning in his 70s. Medical Technics offers experiential and postphenomenological analyses of technologies such as sonography and microsurgery, and ultimately asks what it means to increasingly become a cyborg.

57  $7.00 $10.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0830-0
94 pages • 2019

Against Aesthetic Exceptionalism
ARNE DE BOEVER
Arne De Boever describes a widespread belief that art and artists are exceptional. Engaging sculpture, conceptual artwork, and painting by emerging and established artists, Against Aesthetic Exceptionalism proposes a worldly, democratic notion of unexceptional art as an antidote to the problems of aesthetic exceptionalism.

58  $7.00 $10.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0834-8
130 pages • 16 b&w images • 2019
Asemic

_The Art of Writing_

PETER SCHWENGER

In recent years, asemic writing—writing without language—has exploded in popularity, with anthologies, a large-scale art exhibition, and flourishing interest on sites like tumblr, YouTube, Pinterest, and Instagram. _Asemic_ is the first critical study of this fascinating field. Peter Schwenger first covers “asemic ancestors” Henri Michaux, Roland Barthes, and Cy Twombly before moving to current practitioners such as Michael Jacobson, Rosaire Appel, and Christopher Skinner, exploring how asemic writing has evolved and gained importance in the contemporary era.

“A long-overdue study of poetries that occupy liminal spaces between art.” —Craig Saper, co-editor of _Readies for Bob Brown’s Machine_

_59_ $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0697-9
_60_ $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0696-2
184 pages • 51 b&w images • 9 color images • 2019

Variations on Media Thinking

SIEGFRIED ZIELINSKI

Expanding on Siegfried Zielinski’s groundbreaking inquiry into “deep time” of the media, these essays (including many previously untranslated ones) foster the eminent media theorist’s unique method of expanded hermeneutics, which means for him interpreting technical artifacts as essential parts of our cultural lives.

_61_ $24.50 $35.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0708-2
_62_ $98.00 $140.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0707-5
456 pages • 146 b&w images • 2019 • Posthumanities Series, volume 52
A long-awaited translation on the philosophical relation between technology, the individual, and milieu of the living

Individuation in Light of Notions of Form and Information

GILBERT SIMONDON
TRANSLATED BY TAYLOR ADKINS
FOREWORD BY JACQUES GARELLI

Initially published in the 1950s and now available in its first complete English translation, Gilbert Simondon’s groundbreaking work bridges science and philosophy to construct a radically new manner of understanding the individual. This is a transdisciplinary approach into the study of all aspects of the real—the physical as much as the technical.

Individuation in Light of Notions of Form and Information

Volume II: Supplemental Texts

GILBERT SIMONDON
TRANSLATED BY TAYLOR ADKINS

The second volume includes presentations, early drafts, and a thorough introduction to the history of the philosophical notion of the individual.
The Decision of Desire

SILVIA LIPPI
TRANSLATED BY PETER SKAFISH

An interpretive tour de force, The Decision of Desire engages works by André Breton, William Faulkner, James Joyce, Jean-Paul Sartre, Emmanuel Levinas, Baruch Spinoza, and more. It is a bold reengagement with the legacy of the notion of desire within psychoanalysis and the quandary of how to assume responsibility for desires.

67 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0529-3
240 pages • 4 b&w images • Available March 2020 • Univocal Series

Discourse, Figure

JEAN-FRANÇOIS LYOTARD
TRANSLATED BY ANTONY HUDEK AND MARY LYDON
INTRODUCTION BY JOHN MOWITT

Now available in paperback, Discourse, Figure captures Jean-François Lyotard’s passionate engagement with topics beyond phenomenology and psychoanalysis to structuralism, semiotics, poetry, art, and the philosophy of language.

68 $21.00 $30.00 paper ISBN 978-0-8166-4566-4
544 pages • 21 b&w images • 32 b&w images • 2019 • Cultural Critique Books Series

Philosophy of New Music

THEODOR W. ADORNO
TRANSLATED, EDITED, AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ROBERT HULLOT-KENTOR

Intensely polemical from its first publication in 1949, Philosophy of New Music—now in paperback—is an essential guide to the whole of Theodor W. Adorno’s oeuvre.

“A surprisingly accessible entry point into understanding Adorno the aesthete.” —PopMatters

69 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-0-8166-3667-9
248 pages • 2019
“Whether or not *Lost Illusions* counts as the greatest novel ever written, as the literary scholar Franco Moretti claims, it’s a pretty magnificent one.”

—Benjamin Kunkel, *Salon.com*

Lost Illusions
HONORÉ DE BALZAC
TRANSLATED BY RAYMOND N. MACKENZIE

*Lost Illusions* is an essential text within Balzac’s *Comédie Humaine*, his sprawling, interconnected fictional portrait of French society in the 1820s and 1830s comprising nearly one hundred novels and short stories. This novel, published in three parts between 1837 and 1843, tells the story of Lucien de Rubempré, a talented young poet who leaves behind a scandalous provincial life for the shallow, corrupt, and cynical vortex of modernity that was nineteenth-century Paris—where his artistic idealism slowly dissipates until he decides to return home.

In this new translation, Raymond N. MacKenzie brilliantly captures the tone of Balzac’s incomparable prose—a style that is alternatingly impassioned, overheated, angry, moving, tender, wistful, digressive, chatty, intrusive, and hectoring.

70 $14.00 $19.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0543-9
624 pages • 2 tables • Available April 2020
The Complete and Original Norwegian Folktales of Asbjørnsen and Moe

PETER CHRISTEN ASBJØRNSEN AND JØRGEN MOE
TRANSLATED BY TIINA NUNNALLY
FOREWORD BY NEIL GAIMAN

“Wonderfully weird . . . as much a delight to the ear as they are to the imagination.” — Wall Street Journal

71 $24.50 $34.95 cloth/jacket ISBN 978-1-5179-0568-2
344 pages • 2 b&w images • 2019

Swede Hollow
A Novel

OLA LARSMO
TRANSLATED BY TIINA NUNNALLY

“Extensively researched and beautifully translated . . . the epic story of a family and a community struggling to survive and an intimate look at the complexities of immigration.” — Booklist

72 $19.00 $26.95 cloth/jacket ISBN 978-1-5179-0451-7
328 pages • 1 b&w image • 2019

A to Zåäö
Playing with History at the American Swedish Institute

NATE CHRISTOPHERSON AND TARA SWEENEY

This fun introduction to the Swedish alphabet, a romp from A to Z (and then Å to Ä to Ö), is also a delightful tour of the American Swedish Institute in Minneapolis, a cultural center alive with stories past and present. Artifacts from the museum’s collection are charmingly rendered in watercolor and animated by whimsical pen-and-ink characters.

73 $17.50 $24.95 cloth/jacket ISBN 978-1-5179-0788-4
84 pages • 64 color illustrations • 2019
Letters from Tove
TOVE JANSSON
EDITED BY BOEL WESTIN AND HELEN SVENSSON
TRANSLATED BY SARAH DEATH

These letters describe Tove Jansson’s immersion in art studies and her ascension to fame with the Moomins, drawing a complex, intimate self-portrait of this beloved author.

“Treasures aplenty.” —The Guardian

74 $18.00 $25.95 cloth/jacket ISBN 978-1-5179-0957-4
496 pages • 54 b&w images • Available March 2020

South American Journals
January–July 1960
ALLEN GINSBERG
EDITED BY MICHAEL SCHUMACHER

Allen Ginsberg’s observations, interspersed with poetry, dream notations, and musings about spirituality, amount to a critical chapter in the poet’s informal autobiography.

“A sweet and intimate glimpse of a major literary force in his formative years.” —Electric Review

75 $21.00 $29.95 cloth/jacket ISBN 978-0-8166-9961-2
352 pages • 8 b&w images • 2019

Listening
Interviews, 1970–1989
JONATHAN COTT

These conversations—twenty-two of Cott’s most illuminating interviews, from Bob Dylan to Carl Sagan—affirm the indispensable and transformative powers of the imagination.

“An incomparable interviewer, who seems to me to have given the interviewing art a new dimension.” —Jan Morris

76 $21.00 $29.95 cloth/jacket ISBN 978-1-5179-0901-7
360 pages • Available April 2020
Hungry Listening
Resonant Theory for Indigenous Sound Studies
DYLAN ROBINSON

Hungry Listening is the first book to consider listening from both Indigenous and settler colonial perspectives, presenting case studies on Indigenous participation in classical music, musicals, and popular music, and increasing awareness of our listening positionality.

77 $19.50 $28.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0769-3
78 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0768-6
320 pages • 26 b&w images • Available April 2020 • Indigenous Americas Series

The Political Arrays of American Indian Literary History
JAMES H. COX

This book challenges conventional views of the past one hundred years of Native American writing, bringing Native American Renaissance and post-Renaissance writers into conversation with their predecessors and setting forth a new method of reading Native literature in a politicized context.

79 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0602-3
80 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0601-6
282 pages • 2019

Queering Colonial Natal
Indigeneity and the Violence of Belonging in Southern Africa
T. J. TALLIE

T.J. Tallie travels to colonial Natal and argues that collisions between Africans, Indians, and Europeans shaped conceptions of race and gender that bolstered each group’s claim to authority.

“Sophisticated and brilliant.” —Jodi A. Byrd, author of The Transit of Empire

81 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0518-7
82 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0517-0
240 pages • 2019
“This book is a monument for the future of poetic possibility.”
—Ocean Vuong, author of *On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous*

**This Wound Is a World**
BILLY-RAY BELCOURT

Presented here with several additional poems, this prize-winning collection pursues fresh directions for queer and decolonial theory as it opens uncharted paths for Indigenous poetry in North America. It is theory that sings, poetry that marshals experience in the service of a larger critique of the coloniality of the present and the tyranny of sexual and racial norms.

“This Wound Is a World is a wonder.”—**Tommy Orange**, author of *There There*

83 $11.00 $15.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0845-4
72 pages • 2019

**What God Is Honored Here?**
*Writings on Miscarriage and Infant Loss by and for Native Women and Women of Color*
SHANNON GIBNEY AND KAO KALIA YANG, EDITORS

What God Is Honored Here? is a literary collection of voices of Indigenous women and women of color who have undergone miscarriage and infant loss.

“A book of astounding grace and strength.”—**Thi Bui**, author of *The Best We Could Do*

84 $14.00 $19.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0793-8
288 pages • 5 b&w images • 2019
Grocery Activism
The Radical History of Food Cooperatives in Minnesota
CRAIG B. UPRIGHT

Grocery Activism looks back to the 1970s, when the mission of cooperative grocery stores shifted from political activism to the promotion of natural and organic foods.

85 $17.50  $25.00 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0073-1
86 $70.00  $100.00 cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0072-4
264 pages • 37 b&w images • 7 tables • Available March 2020

Fair Trade Rebels
Coffee Production and Struggles for Autonomy in Chiapas
LINDSAY NAYLOR

“A gripping picture of Indigenous groups fighting to rework market relations with deep colonial roots into the stuff of resistance.”
—Aaron Bobrow-Strain, author of Intimate Enemies

87 $19.00  $27.00 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0578-1
88 $75.50  $108.00 cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0577-4
280 pages • 23 b&w images • 2 maps • 2019 • Diverse Economies and Livable Worlds Series

Daring to Be Bad
Radical Feminism in America 1967-1975, Thirtieth Anniversary Edition
ALICE ECHOLS
FOREWORD BY ELLEN WILLIS

“Echols masterfully re-creates a perpetually divisive atmosphere.”
—Publishers Weekly

89 $17.00  $24.00 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0870-6
472 pages • 8 b&w images • 2019

Everyday Equalities
Making Multicultures in Settler Colonial Cities
RUTH FINCHER, KURT IVESON, HELGA LEITNER, AND VALERIE PRESTON

“A rigorous and richly detailed argument about geographies of difference and the praxis of the everyday. This is a rare and welcome feat.”
—Ananya Roy, coeditor of Encountering Poverty

90 $19.00  $27.00 paper  ISBN 978-0-8166-9464-8
91 $75.50  $108.00 cloth  ISBN 978-0-8166-9463-1
272 pages • 15 b&w images • 2 tables • 2019
Decarcerating Disability
*Deinstitutionalization and Prison Abolition*
LIAT BEN-MOSHE
This vital addition to carceral, prison, and disability studies draws important new links between deinstitutionalization and decarceration.

93 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0442-5
376 pages • 4 b&w images • Available May 2020

Medical Necessity
*Health Care Access and the Politics of Decision Making*
DANIEL SKINNER
Argues that sustained political engagement with medical necessity is essential to developing a health care system that meets basic public health objectives.

94 $19.50 $28.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0377-0
95 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0376-3
228 pages • 2019

Deadly Biocultures
*The Ethics of Life-Making*
NADINE EHLERS AND SHILOH KRUPAR
A trenchant analysis of the dark side of regulatory life-making today.

“Brilliant.” —Jonathan Xavier Inda, author of *Racial Prescriptions*

96 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0507-1
97 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0506-4
256 pages • 16 b&w images • 2019

Surgical Renaissance in the Heartland
*A Memoir of the Wangensteen Era*
HENRY BUCHWALD
Henry Buchwald effectively conjures the character—and characters—of a golden era in American surgery, a time that forever changed medicine and the lives of millions.

200 pages • 29 b&w images • Available May 2020
Beyond Education
Radical Studying for Another World
ELI MEYERHOFF
A bold call to deromanticize education and reframe universities as terrains of struggle between alternative modes of studying and world-making.

“An eloquent manifesto for a new university.” —George Ciccariello-Maher, author of Decolonizing Dialectics

100 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0202-5
280 pages • 10 b&w images • 2019

The Price of Nice
How Good Intentions Maintain Educational Inequity
ANGELINA E. CASTAGNO, EDITOR
Scholars explore how Niceness functions as a shield to save educators from the hard work of dismantling inequity and as a disciplining agent for those who consider disrupting structures of dominance.

102 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0566-8
312 pages • 1 b&w image • 2 tables • 2019 • List of contributors: z.umn.edu/priceofnice

Border Thinking
Latinx Youth Decolonizing Citizenship
ANDREA DYRNES AND ENRIQUE SEPÚLVEDA III
As anti-immigrant nationalist discourses escalate globally, Border Thinking offers critical insights into how young people in the Latinx diaspora experience belonging, make sense of racism, and long for change.

103 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0630-6
104 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0629-0
280 pages • Available March 2020

Class Action
Desegregation and Diversity in San Francisco Schools
RAND QUINN
Class Action presents the first comprehensive political history of San Francisco’s long struggle over school desegregation.


105 $21.00 $30.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0476-0
106 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0475-3
288 pages • 8 b&w images • 4 maps • 15 tables • 2020
The first English-language collection to establish curiosity studies as a unique field

Curiosity Studies
A New Ecology of Knowledge
PERRY ZURN AND ARJUN SHANKAR, EDITORS
FOREWORD BY PAM GROSSMAN AND JOHN L. JACKSON JR.
AFTERWORD BY HELGA NOWOTNY

Curiosity Studies marshals scholars from more than a dozen fields not only to define curiosity but also to grapple with its ethics as well as its role in technological advancement and global citizenship. While intriguing research on curiosity has occurred in numerous disciplines for decades, no rigorously cross-disciplinary study has existed—until now.

107 $21.00 $30.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0540-8
108 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0539-2
344 pages • 19 b&w images • Available April 2020

From Montaine to Montaine
CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS
EDITED BY EMMANUEL DÉSVEAUX
TRANSLATED BY ROBERT BONONNO
INTRODUCTION BY PETER SKAFISH

Two previously unpublished lectures (from 1937 and 1992) reveal how Claude Lévi-Strauss's ethnography begins and ends with the French essayist Michel de Montaigne.

109 $11.00 $15.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0638-2
110 $45.00 $64.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0637-5
104 pages • 2019
“This is not only a masterful and wholly original rethinking of curating, it is also one of the most exciting treatises on ethics I have ever read.”
—John Paul Ricco, author of The Decision Between Us

Curating as Ethics
JEAN-PAUL MARTINON

With its invigorating new approach to curatorial studies, Curating as Ethics moves beyond the field of museum and exhibition studies to provide an ethics for anyone engaged in this highly visible activity, including those using social media as a curatorial endeavor. It explores the work of authors as diverse as Heidegger, Spinoza, Meillassoux, Mudimbe, Chalier, and Kofman.

$19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0865-2
$75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0864-5
322 pages • 2020 • Thinking Theory Series

Practicing the Good
Desire and Boredom in Soviet Socialism
KETI CHUKHROV

By means of the philosophical and politico-economical consideration of Soviet socialism of the 1960 and 1970s, this book envelops the fields of political economy, philosophy, art theory, and cultural theory and manages to reveal the hidden desire for capitalism in contemporaneous anticapitalist discourse and theory.

$21.00 $30.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0955-0
$84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0960-4
304 pages • 10 b&w images • Available April 2020 • Distributed for e-flux
“Groundbreaking . . . necessary reading for anyone seeking to understand the directions of travel of museums and of contemporary art in an age of accelerated mobility.”

—Michelle Henning, author of Museums, Media and Cultural Theory

**Museums Inside Out**

*Artist Collaborations and New Exhibition Ecologies*

MARK W. RECTANUS

Offering insights about how museums exemplify the fusion of the creative and digital economies, this book investigates how museums are blurring the boundaries between their gallery walls and public spaces.

115  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0824-9
116  $84.00  $120.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0823-2
328 pages • 40 b&w images • 2020

**Art and Cosmotechnics**

YUK HUI

*Art and Cosmotechnics* addresses the challenge of technology to the existence of art and traditional thought, especially in light of current discourses on artificial intelligence and robotics. This book is an attempt to look into the varieties of experiences of art and to ask what these experiences might contribute to the rethinking of technology today.

118  $78.50  $112.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0953-6
240 pages • 15 b&w images • Available May 2020 • Distributed for e-flux
Documents of Doubt
The Photographic Conditions of Conceptual Art
HEATHER DIACK

Studying the unique relationship between photography and conceptual art practices in the U.S. during the social and political instability of the late 1960s, Heather Diack offers vital new perspectives on our “post-truth” world and the importance of suspending easy conclusions in contemporary art.

Arrested Welcome
Hospitality in Contemporary Art
IRINA ARISTARKHOVA

Arrested Welcome calls for new forms of hospitality in its engagement with the works of eight international artists. The first monograph on hospitality in contemporary art, it blends feminist analysis with in-depth case studies and asks who, how, and what determines who is worthy of our welcome.

Sound, Image, Silence
Art and the Aural Imagination in the Atlantic World
MICHAEL GAUDIO

Sound, Image, Silence gives us both a new way of understanding sound in art and a powerful new vision of the New World.

“Written with uncommon force and elegance, Sound, Image, Silence changes the direction of our appreciation of the visual arts.” —Tom Conley, Harvard University
"Ingeniously frames Rosemarie Trockel’s multilayered practice."
—Gregory H. Williams, author of Permission to Laugh

Schizogenesis
The Art of Rosemarie Trockel
KATHERINE GUINNESS

Popular and pioneering as a conceptual artist, Rosemarie Trockel has never before been examined at length in a dedicated book. Utilizing a wide range of historical and popular knowledge, Katherine Guinness gives us the ever-branching readings that Trockel’s art requires. With a spirit for pursuing the surprising and the obscure, Guinness delves deep into a creator who is largely seen as an enigma, revealing Trockel as a thinker who challenges and transforms the possibilities of bodily representation and identity.

125 $21.00 $30.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0558-3
126 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0557-6
264 pages • 44 b&w images • 2019

Piotr Szyhalski
We Are Working All the Time!
DIANE MULLIN, EDITOR

The first comprehensive study of this innovative and interactive multimedia artist.

176 pages • 150 color images • Available June 2020

Harriet Bart
Abracadabra and Other Forms of Protection
LAURA WERTHEIM JOSEPH, EDITOR
FOREWORD BY LYNDEL KING

128 $28.00 $39.95 cloth/jacket ISBN 978-1-5179-0861-4
192 pages • 125 color images • 2020
List of contributors: z.umn.edu/harrietbartbook
“A skillfully constructed analysis of bioart in its connections to architecture, choreography, performance, and design. An invigorating read!”
—Amanda Boetzkes, author of Plastic Capitalism

Vital Forms

*Biological Art, Architecture, and the Dependencies of Life*

JENNIFER JOHUNG

Distinguished by its broad range and Jennifer Johung’s synthesizing talents, *Vital Forms* makes powerful observations about how the unfolding dependencies between all kinds of matter are becoming vital to life in our age of biotechnological manipulations.

129 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0305-3
130 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0304-6
192 pages • 53 b&w images • 2019

The Metabolist Imagination

*Visions of the City in Postwar Japanese Architecture and Science Fiction*

WILLIAM O. GARDNER

Featuring original documentation of collaborations between giants of postwar Japanese art and architecture, such as the landmark 1970 Osaka Expo, *The Metabolist Imagination* treats architecture as a form of speculative fiction while positioning science fiction as an intervention into urban design.

131 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0624-5
132 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0623-8
232 pages • 4 b&w images • 16 color images • Available April 2020
“A necessary book, one that helps us understand how concepts of environment, subjectivity, and aesthetics underpin historical and conceptual developments in art and architecture.”

—Daniel A. Barber, author of *A House in the Sun*

**The Responsive Environment**

*Design, Aesthetics, and the Human in the 1970s*

LARRY D. BUSBEA

*The Responsive Environment* intercuts the development of new ideas about environmental awareness with case studies of specific architecture and design projects for responsive environments.

133  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0710-5
134  $84.00  $120.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0709-9
312 pages • 116 b&w images • 10 color images • 2020

**Design Technics**

*Archaeologies of Architectural Practice*

ZEYNEP ÇELİK ALEXANDER AND JOHN MAY, EDITORS

Leading scholars on technology’s role in architectural design.

“Brilliantly demonstrates that design techniques such as modeling, scanning, and specifying enable us to write a different history of architecture.” —Antoine Picon, author of *Smart Cities*

135  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0685-6
136  $84.00  $120.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0684-9
288 pages • 79 b&w images • 2020 • List of contributors: z.umn.edu/designtechnics
Modern Housing
CATHERINE BAUER
FOREWORD BY BARBARA PENNER

Originally published in 1934, Modern Housing’s prescriptions for how to achieve humane and dignified modern housing remain as instructive and urgent as ever.

“Modern Housing shows how we lag behind Europe in good homes for all.” —The Washington Post

137  $24.50  $35.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0906-2
400 pages • 175 b&w images • Available February 2020

The Invention of Public Space
Designing for Inclusion in Lindsay’s New York
MARIANA MOGILEVICH

Combining psychology, politics, and design, Mariana Mogilevich uncovers a critical moment of transformation in understanding city life and reveals the emergence of a concept of public space that remains today a powerful, if unrealized, aspiration.

138  $21.00  $30.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0576-7
139  $84.00  $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0575-0
240 pages • 75 b&w images • 10 color images • Available June 2020

Urbanism without Guarantees
The Everyday Life of a Gentrifying West Side Neighborhood
CHRISTIAN M. ANDERSON

Christian M. Anderson offers a new perspective on urban dynamics and urban structural inequality based on a single street in Clinton/Hell’s Kitchen in New York City. Anderson proposes actions that local residents can start to do wherever they are.

140  $19.50  $29.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0742-6
141  $78.50  $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0741-9
312 pages • 10 b&w images • 1 map • Available March 2020
Diverse Economies and Livable Worlds Series
How the Working-Class Home Became Modern, 1900–1940
THOMAS C. HUBKA

Examining the physical evidence of America’s working-class houses, Thomas C. Hubka revises our understanding of how widespread domestic improvement transformed the lives of Americans in the modern era. In How the Working-Class Home Became Modern, 1900–1940, Hubka analyzes a period when millions of average Americans saw accelerated improvement in their housing and domestic conditions. It is a narrative, amply illustrated and finely detailed, that traces changes in household hygiene, sociability, and privacy practices that launched large portions of the working classes into the middle class—and that, in Hubka’s telling, reconfigures and enriches the standard account of the domestic transformation of the American home.
“Breaking new ground in film studies, *Happiness by Design* builds an account of how happiness became a technology, medium, and measure of human well-being and security.”

—Orit Halpern, author of *Beautiful Data*

**Happiness by Design**

*Modernism and Media in the Eames Era*

JUSTUS NIELAND

*Happiness by Design* offers a fresh cultural history of midcentury modernism through the film and multimedia experiments of Charles and Ray Eames and their peers.

144 $28.00 $39.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0205-6
145 $112.00 $160.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0204-9
424 pages • 124 b&w images • 20 color images • Available February 2020

**Things Worth Keeping**

*The Value of Attachment in a Disposable World*

CHRISTINE HAROLD

Christine Harold investigates the attachments we form to the objects we buy, keep, and discard, exploring how these attachments might be marshaled to create less wasteful practices and balance our consumerist and ecological impulses.

147 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-0-8166-7723-8
256 pages • 10 b&w images • Available June 2020
“Herzog is already known as an extraordinary filmmaker, and this book furnishes proof that he is an equally extraordinary writer.”

—Publishers Weekly

Scenarios III

_Stroszek; Nosferatu, Phantom of the Night; Where the Green Ants Dream; Cobra Verde_

WERNER HERZOG

TRANSLATED BY KRISHNA WINSTON

Continuing a series, _Scenarios III_ presents, for the first time in English, the shape-shifting scripts for four of Werner Herzog’s early films. We can observe Herzog’s working vision as each of these scenarios unfolds in a form often dramatically different from the film’s final version—as, in his own words, Herzog works himself up into “this kind of frenzy of high-caliber language and concepts and beauty.”

With _Scenarios I_ and _II_, this volume completes the picture of Herzog’s earliest work, affording a view of the filmmaker well on his way to becoming one of the most original artists in his field.
“A stunning tour-de-force rendering of dance created for internet distribution.”

—Thomas F. DeFrantz, former president, Society of Dance History Scholars

**Perpetual Motion**

*Dance, Digital Cultures, and the Common*

HARMONY BENCH

How has the Internet changed dance? *Perpetual Motion* argues that dance is a vital part of civil society and a means for building participation, looking at how, after 9/11, it became a crucial way of recuperating the common character of public spaces. It asks how dance brings people together in digital spaces and what dance’s digital travels might mean for how we experience and express community.

149 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0053-3
150 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0052-6
256 pages • 44 b&w images • Available March 2020
Electronic Mediations Series, volume 59

**Sensations of History**

*Animation and New Media Art*

JAMES J. HODGE

Drawing on phenomenology’s investigation of time and history, and highlighting underappreciated, vibrant work in digital art and video, *Sensations of History* presents the case that we are seeing history’s rejuvenation in a surprising variety of new media art.

151 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0683-2
152 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0682-5
232 pages • 29 b&w images • 4 color images • 2019
Electronic Mediations Series, volume 57
Digitize and Punish

Racial Criminalization in the Digital Age

BRIAN JEFFERSON

Digitize and Punish explores the long history of digital computing and criminal justice, revealing how big tech, computer scientists, university researchers, and state actors have digitized carceral governance over the past forty years—with devastating impact on poor communities of color. Providing a comprehensive study of the use of digital technology in American criminal justice, Brian Jefferson shows how the technology has expanded the wars on crime and drugs, enabling our current state of mass incarceration and further entrenching the nation’s racialized policing and punishment.

Digitize and Punish makes clear the extent to which digital technologies have transformed and intensified the nature of carceral power.
“An original and intriguing contribution to the analysis of the emergence of cinematic technologies on the spectator.”

—Todd McGowan, author of Emancipation After Hegel

Postcinematic Vision
*The Coevolution of Moving-Image Media and the Spectator*
ROGER F. COOK

How has cinema transformed our senses? Roger F. Cook posits film as a stage in the long coevolution of human consciousness and visual technology, offering fresh perspective on the history of film while providing startling insights into the so-called divide between cinematic and digital media.

155 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0767-9
156 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0766-2
240 pages • 16 b&w images • Available March 2020 • Posthumanities Series, volume 54

Clocking Out
*The Machinery of Life in 1960s Italian Cinema*
KAREN PINKUS

*Clocking Out* challenges readers to think about labor, cinema, and machines as they are intertwined in complex ways in Italian cinema of the early ’60s. Drawing on critical theory and archival research, this book asks what kinds of fractures we might exploit for resisting traditional narratives.

157 $16.00 $24.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0855-3
158 $64.50 $92.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0854-6
168 pages • 26 b&w images • Available March 2020
News Parade

*The American Newsreel and the World as Spectacle*
JOSEPH CLARK

In *News Parade*, Joseph Clark combines an examination of the newsreel's methods of production, distribution, and reception with an analysis of its representational strategies to understand the newsreel's place in the history of twentieth-century American culture and film history.

159  $19.00  $27.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0368-8
160  $75.50  $108.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0367-1
280 pages • 21 b&w images • Available May 2020

Hacked Transmissions

*Technology and Connective Activism in Italy*
ALESSANDRA RENZI

Weaving a rich fabric of local and international social movements and media practices, politicized hacking, and independent cultural production, *Hacked Transmissions* takes as its entry point a multiyear ethnography of Telestreet, a network in Italy that challenged Silvio Berlusconi.

161  $19.00  $27.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0326-8
162  $75.50  $108.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0325-1
280 pages • 5 b&w images • Available March 2020

Circuit Listening

*Chinese Popular Music in the Global 1960s*
ANDREW F. JONES

How did the Beatles and Bob Dylan sound on the front lines of the Cold War in Asia? Andrew F. Jones investigates how the Chinese pop of the 1960s participated in a global musical revolution.

“Cultural history at its richest.” —Gail Hershatter, author of *The Gender of Memory*

163  $19.50  $28.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0207-0
164  $78.50  $112.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0206-3
304 pages • 61 b&w images • 12 color images • Available March 2020
In Search of Media Series

**Action at a Distance**
JOHN DURHAM PETERS, FLORIAN SPRENGER, AND CHRISTINA VAGT

Contemporary media leads us more than ever to an ‘acting at a distance,’ an acting entangled with the materiality of communication and the mediality of transmission. This book introduces urgent questions of human interaction, the binding and breaking of time and space, and the entanglement of the material and the immaterial.

165 $12.50 $18.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-1009-9
95 pages • 13 b&w images • Available June 2020 • Distributed for meson press

**Archives**
ANDREW LISON, MARCELL MARS, TOMISLAV MEDAK, AND RICK PRELINGER

Archives have become a nexus in the wake of the digital turn—electronic files, search engines, video sites, and media player libraries make the concepts of “archival” and “retrieval” practically synonymous with the experience of interconnected computing.

94 pages • 2019 • Distributed for meson press

**Organize**
TIMON BEYES, REINHOLD MARTIN, AND LISA CONRAD
AFTERWORD BY GEERT LOVINK AND NED ROSSITER

Bringing together leading media thinkers and organization theorists, *Organize* interrogates organization as an effect and condition of media, and establishes and maps “media and organization” as a highly relevant field of inquiry.

167 $12.50 $18.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0805-8
116 pages • 4 b&w images • 2019 • Distributed for meson press
Brave Enough
JESSIE DIGGINS
WITH TODD SMITH

With candid charm and characteristic grit, Jessie Diggins connects the dots from her free-spirited upbringing in Minnesota to racing in the bright spotlights of the Olympics.

“How one woman created a path forward for herself—and helped and uplifted so many in the process.” —Ann Bancroft

296 pages • 26 color images • Available March 2020

Bring That Beat Back
How Sampling Built Hip-Hop
NATE PATRIN

Bring That Beat Back traces the development of sampling from its origins in 1970s New York through forty years of musical innovation and reinvention.

“A rollicking, wide-ranging, and immensely readable history.” —Jack Hamilton, author of Just around Midnight

169 $16.00 $22.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0628-3
336 pages • 4 b&w images • Available April 2020

The Motion of Light in Water
Sex and Science Fiction Writing in the East Village
SAMUEL R. DELANY

Samuel R. Delany beautifully and insightfully calls up the 1960s era of exploration in the Lower East Side of New York City in this winner of the Hugo Award for Non-fiction.

“Shows us that the ‘past’ is never as simple or as safe as some would like to believe.” —American Literary History

170 $14.00 $19.95 paper ISBN 978-0-8166-4524-4
171 $42.00 $60.00 cloth ISBN 978-0-8166-4523-7
584 pages • 1 b&w image • 2004
The Undocumented Everyday
*Migrant Lives and the Politics of Visibility*
REBECCA M. SCHREIBER

Frank Jewett Mather Award for Art Criticism

Examining how undocumented migrants are using film, video, and other documentary media to challenge surveillance, detention, and deportation.

173 $28.00 cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0022-9
388 pages • 27 b&w images • 2018

Code and Clay, Data and Dirt
*Five Thousand Years of Urban Media*
SHANNON MATTERN

Anne Friedberg Innovative Scholarship Award from the Society for Cinema and Media Studies and the Dorothy Lee Award from the Media Ecology Association

175 $75.50 cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0243-8
280 pages • 67 b&w images • 2017

Playing with Feelings
*Video Games and Affect*
AUBREY ANABLE

Best First Book from the Society for Cinema and Media Studies

“An engaging exploration of how a person's feelings are influenced by gaming.” —*The Guardian*

176 $17.50 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0025-0
177 $70.00 cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0024-3
176 pages • 25 b&w images • 2018

The Eye of War
*Military Perception from the Telescope to the Drone*
ANTOINE BOUSQUET

Lewis Mumford Award from the Media Ecology Association and the Science, Technology, and Art in International Relations (STAIR) Book Prize from the International Studies Association

179 $75.50 cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0346-6
256 pages • 46 b&w images • 2018
Outsider Theory
Intellectual Histories of Unorthodox Ideas
JONATHAN P. EBURNE

James Russell Lowell Prize from the Modern Language Association

A vital and timely reminder that modern life owes as much to outlandish thinking as to dominant ideologies.

$21.00
$29.95
180 pages • 34 b&w images • 2018

Who Writes for Black Children?
African American Children’s Literature before 1900
KATHARINE CAPSHAW AND ANNA MAE DUANE, EDITORS

Best Edited Collection Award from the Children’s Literature Association and a Choice Outstanding Academic Title


$21.00
$30.00
384 pages • 52 b&w images • 2017

Histories of the Transgender Child
JULIAN GILL-PETERSON

Lambda Literary Award for Transgender Nonfiction and John Leo and Dana Heller Award from the Popular Culture Association

“A tour de force contribution to transgender studies.” —Susan Stryker, University of Arizona

$17.50
$24.95
280 pages • 1 b&w image • 2018

Archaeologies of Touch
Interfacing with Haptics from Electricity to Computing
DAVID PARISI

Shortlist for the Book Prize from the Association for the Study of the Arts of the Present and Honorable Mention for the Michelle Kendrick Memorial Book Prize from the Society for Literature, Science, and the Arts

$19.50
$28.00
472 pages • 68 b&w images • 2018
Critically challenging the local and global contours of Indigenous studies.

Subscription rates: Individual subscriptions are a benefit of membership in the Native American and Indigenous Studies Association: $25–$100 annually. Institutions: $116. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Native American and Indigenous Studies

KELLY MCDONOUGH AND K. TSIANINA

LOMAWAIMA, EDITORS

Environment, Space, Place

CHELSEA HARRY AND TROY R. E. PADDOCK, EDITORS

A transdisciplinary and interdisciplinary journal dedicated to environmental, spatial, and place-oriented dimensions of knowledge.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $35.00; Institutions: $193.50. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Mechademia: Second Arc

FRENCHY LUNNING AND SANDRA ANNETT, EDITORS

Promotes high-quality academic research on anime, manga, and related East Asian pop cultural fields.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $44.00; Institutions: $87.00. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Verge

Studies in Global Asias

TINA CHEN, EDITOR

Deeply transnational and transhistorical in scope, Verge is a journal that includes scholarship from both Asian and Asian American studies.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $38.00; Institutions: $116.00. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Cultural Critique

CESARE CASARINO, MAGGIE HENNEFELD, JOHN MOWITT, AND SIMONA SAWHNEY, EDITORS

A path-breaking work of cultural criticism.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $50.00; Institutions: $135.00. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Environment, Space, Place

CHELSEA HARRY AND TROY R. E. PADDOCK, EDITORS

A transdisciplinary and interdisciplinary journal dedicated to environmental, spatial, and place-oriented dimensions of knowledge.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $35.00; Institutions: $193.50. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.
Critical Ethnic Studies
EVE TUCK AND K. WAYNE YANG, EDITORS
Examines the essential question about how the histories of colonialism, racial chattel slavery, and white supremacist patriarchies affect scholarship and activism.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $43.00; Institutions: $145.00. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Wicazo Sa Review
A Journal of Native American Studies
JAMES RIDING IN, EDITOR
Wicazo Sa Review provides inquiries into the Indian past and its relationship to the vital present.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $21.50; Institutions: $58.00. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Buildings & Landscapes
Journal of the Vernacular Architecture Forum
LYDIA MATTICE BRANDT AND CARL LOUNSBURY, EDITORS
Examines the built world that most people experience every day.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $65.00; Institutions: $145.00. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Journal of American Indian Education
BRYAN McKinley Jones Brayboy, K. Tsianina Lomawaima, AND TEREsA L. McCARTY, EDITORS
Original scholarship on indigenous education issues.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $38.00; Institutions: $87.00. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

Future Anterior
Journal of Historic Preservation History, Theory, and Criticism
JORGE OTERO-PAILOS, EDITOR
Provides a much-needed bridge between architecture and history.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $32.50; Institutions: $75.50. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.

The Moving Image
Association of Moving Image Archivists
DONALD CRAFTON AND SUSAN OHMER, EDITORS
Explores the preservation and restoration of film, video, and digital moving images.

Subscription rates: Individuals: $32.50; Institutions: $87.00. Outside USA add $5.00 for each year’s subscription.
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